Multi-Task

Arm Height and Angle
To adjust height, depress lever
beneath cap and move to
desired height. Arm cap may
also be rotated laterally for
increased support.

Multi-Task

Available in several
different models, this guide
illustrates all possible
SAVA user adjustments.

Adjustable Lumbar
SAVA lumbar pads are independently
adjustable from the seated position and
offer a 4” range. The two-part plastic
and urethane structure provides flexing
support without creating pressure points.
If you prefer, these pads may simply be
removed and stored for later use.

Seat Height
To raise seat
height, remove
weight from seat
while pulling paddle
upward. To lower,
remain seated
while pulling paddle
upward.

Tilt Tension
Shift weight away from
back and pull lever
outward to decrease
tension. Push lever inward
to increase tension. There
are four distinct positions.
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Tilt Lock
Shift weight away
from back and pull
lever upward to lock
the tilt function. Shift
weight away from
back and push lever
downward to permit
the tilt function.

Seat Depth
Lift lever and slide
weight forward
to increase depth
and rearward to
decrease it.

Fine tuning tension adjustment
Fine tuning is located at the rear of the
mechanism beneath the seat. To increase
tension at the higher end of the range,
rotate both knobs clockwise according to
individual preference. To decrease tension
at the lower end of the range, only the right
knob need be rotated counter-clockwise
to the degree required. The entire range
of adjustment, through all four settings,
will be shifted to higher or lower levels of
tension by turning both knobs together
clockwise or counter-clockwise.
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SAVA is supremely user-friendly. It is also uniquely flexible. The user may customize
the four standard tension levels described under Tilt Tension. In most cases, such
personalized adjustment will not be necessary or even desired. Still, where a chair
will be used primarily by one individual, there is no reason why he or she should not
adjust the ride according to his or her own preferences. Here’s how it’s done…

